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I- VOCABULARY ( 8 Marks)
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: ( 4 x 1 = 4 Marks) \*
1) These red lines on the map usually.......................railway lines.
b) represent

a) swing

c) sink

d) act

2) We could know about our past through....................................
b) skyscrapers

a) seagulls

c) historians

d) aeroplanes

3) Homemade food is........................better and healthier than fast food.
b) actually

a) suddenly

c) deeply

d) strangely

4) It's safer to keep your most...........................belongings in a bank.
b) valuable

a) stingy

c) sandy

d) submissive

B) Fill in the spaces with suitable words from the list ( 4 x 1 = 4 Marks)
( throw

-

exciting

-

float

-

inhale

5) Some animals have a thick layer of fat to protect them from cold weather.
6) Things made of plastic and wood float on the surface of water.
7) Never throw rubbish on the floor. Keep your beloved country clean.
8) The children spent exciting time and had fun in the play area yesterday.
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II- GRAMMAR( 5 Marks)
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: ( 4 x.5 = 2 Marks) * ---*
9) .....................exercise regularly keeps your body fit and healthy.
Do

a)

b) Does

c) Did

d) Doing

10) Ali.......................to school by bus every morning.
a) are going

c) going

b) go

d) goes

11) Fresh fruit juice is..........................than a fizzy drink.
a) good

b) better

c) best

d) the best

12)Nada hasn't finished typing the report..............................
a) yet

c) for

b) since

d) already

B) Do as shown between brackets: ( 3 x 1 = 3 Marks)
13) Computers are very useful. Mobile phones are very useful, too. ( Use: as......as )
Computers are as useful as mobile phones.
(Ask a question)

14)1 have never visited a museum.
Have you ever visited a museum?
15)

While I was reading a book, my friend ................................

(Complete )

While I was reading a book, my friend came in! phoned / shouted,.. .etc
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III- LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS ( 6 Marks)
Write what you would say in the following situations: (3 x 2 = 6 Marks)
16) One of your friends asks you to describe Dubai.
Expressing Opinion / Describing Places / Talking about Experien,
17) Your sister practices jogging without using sport shoes.
Expressing Opinion I Giving Advice / Talking about sports

d

a

If

18) Your classmate said that life in the past was very hard.
Talking about the past / Talking about Experiences / Expressing Opinion
Any reasonable answer is accepted
IV- SET BOOK (6 Marks)
A) Answer only (THREE) of the following questions: ( 3 x 2 = 6 Marks )
19) What activities can you practice on an island?
Walking along the beach / swimming / snorkeling... etc.
20) How can you survive in a desert?
You must find water and keep cool I wear special clothes to protect you from the
sand, wind and the sun, ...etc.
21) We should deal with the handicapped in a certain way. Write how.
• Show them love, support and respect.
• Honour them and focus on their success, ...etc.
22) "Living in space is a bit like camping. " Explain
You have to take everything you need / use special equipment / dispose of your
rubbish/ have food in tins or dried!... etc.
Any reasonable answer is accepted
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V- WRITING( 15 Marks)
Pearl diving was not only an industry, but a social system that held communities
together.
Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (10 sentences) about" pearl diving in old Kuwait
and the diving equipment used. !
The following guide words might help you:
• 1st paragraph (Pearl diving in old Kuwait):
[ important - economy - sign - wealth j
• 2nd paragraph (The diving equipment used

I

wrap-around skirt - nose clip - neck basket - toe anchor J

Write your plan here ( 2 Marks)
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Pearl diving in Kuwait (13 Marks)

Exposition of ideas - paragraphing- numbers of sentences

10

Pre- writing techniques II brain storming- mind mapping- outlining]

2

Spelling & grammar

2

Handwriting - spacing & punctuation

1
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VI-READING COMPREHENSION (_20 Marks)
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:
A robot is a machine. But it is not just like any machine. It is a special kind of
machine. It moves, follows instructions, rarely makes mistakes, and it does not get tired. The
first real robot was made for making cars as an industrial robot. It looked like a giant arm.
40% of all the robots in the world are in Japan, making Japan the country with the highest
number of robots.
Robots are all around us. Some robots are used to make things. For example, robots
are used to clean houses. And others can even know words. They can be used to help answer
telephone calls. Robots have replaced humans in performing dangerous tasks which humans
prefer not to do, or are unable to do because of size limitations, or which take place in
extreme environments such as outer space or the bottom of the sea.
In the future, we will have even more robots. They will do things that we can't do,
or they will do things that we don't want to do. They will also do things that are too
dangerous for us. For example, Robots will help us fight fires and rescue people when they
are trapped in burning buildings. They will help us discover things.
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d ( 4 x 2.5 = 10 Marks
23) The best title for this passage could be ...........................................
b. Computers
a. Telephones
1'
d. Cars
c. Robots

r' ?

24) The first robot was used to .................................................................
b. clean houses
a. make cars
d. know words
c. fight fires
25) The word they in the 3rd paragraph, refers to ........................................
b people
a. things
d. tasks
c. buildings
26) The underlined word giant in the Pt paragraph, means............................
b. huge
a. small
d. pretty
c. tiny
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B) Answer the following questions: (4 X 2.5 = 10 Marks)
o

27) Which country has the highest number of robots?
Japan has the highest number of robots.
28) What makes a robot different from a simple machine?
It moves, follows instructions, rarely makes mistakes, and it does not get tired.
29) Why are robots used in extreme environments instead of Man?
Because of size limitations and because of danger.
30) How can future robots help people when they are in danger?
They will fight fires and rescue people when they are trapped in burning buildings.
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